
Donation events as a service, to create the most easy, transparent and fun NFT charity 
auction on Web3, by using the power of TRON to help organizations raise additional 

support for a for a better world!



According to the official measure, in 2016 there were more 
than 43 million Americans living in poverty. 

Because of charity organizations we have communities that 
create a better environment and solve problems in our 
society, but also important research. Through love, 
motivation, and opportunities they help people thrive and 
become self-sufficient.

Donations are needed to support these important charities. 
Begin 2021 we were inspired by a medical professional that 
has their own charity to support research for women with 
cardiovascular disease. 

She told us that because of COVID-19 it was more difficult to 
engage donators and collect money for research. 

Problem and 
inspiration



Our research with charities to understand how we can help

The process of 
donations is not 

always transparent 
for donators

Charities have to invest 
in a payment 
infrastructure

Donation processes 
create a lot of 
administration

Engaging donators with 
charity events, like 

auctions, is difficult and 
expensive



DemeterGift: donation events as a service, 
to create the most: 

Easy

NFT Charity auction on

Transparent

web3!

Fun



Amazing examples of donations 



NFT by donation
Donate a special NFT, or bid! 



Even children can add their contribution 
by uploading their own NFT!

Art as NFT Song as NFT

You name it!



Donators

Get a transparent overview of 
the donation

Involved in the process 
(with e.g. stories/impact)

Can give a donation 
everywhere and anytime 
in just a second

Society
Access to care and treatment, 
safe and anonymous

Support (new/local) projects

Quick help in emergencies

No longer dependent on 
illegal practices

Get directly the money 
from donors

Can help more people and 
invest in infrastructure 

Donation payment service

Create a digital charity 
auction in less than 5 
minutes

Effectiveness & Impact



WyoHackathon 2021 
● Best WyoHackathon 2021 blockchain
● Best USDAO stablecoin implementation 

Awards

Chainlink Award at IGNITION Competition

Metis Ethereum Competition
● First Place Web Integration 
● CryptoChicks Hatchery Award
● CryptoPunk Award
● METIS BONUS Prize

Next Top TON Startup WINNER 2nd Place

Hack the Inevitable - Bridging Mass Adoption - Harmony One 

Partners

Celo competition: Best social impact 

Selected startup at AIBC Dubai



Team

Shivashnie soemeer

Co-founder and CEO: 
Blockchain business 

developer, researcher, 
designer and passion for 

women’s health

Steve Thijssen

Co-founder and CTO: 
Business and blockchain 

developer, bachelor in IT & 
Business, won more than 30 

competitions worldwide

Thuy Thanh Nguyen

Mechanical Engineering,
Software for good

Jill Thijssen

Marketing,
(product)design and UX, 

passion for women’s 
health

Baha Uddin

Blockchain and full 
stack developer


